Dynamics of Cadmium, Lead, and Zinc Exchange between Nymphs of the Burrowing Mayfly *Hexagenia rigida* (Ephemeroptera) and the Environment
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Radioisotopes of cadmium, lead, and zinc added in trace amounts to lake sediments were used to measure the uptake and efflux of these metals from various body parts of nymphs of the burrowing mayfly *Hexagenia rigida* (Ephemeroptera). Total metal concentrations in *Hexagenia* and its environment were held constant. A simple model permitted the estimation of rate constants that were used to generate model curves which corresponded closely to the measured trends in trace metal uptake and efflux. There was no measurable accumulation of radioisotopes in gill tissues, suggesting that the gills were not the major organ of metal uptake in *Hexagenia* in this experiment. On the other hand, net uptake of 

\[
\text{\textsuperscript{109}Cd and \textsuperscript{65}Zn by the gut exceeded that by all other body parts in both quantity and concentration terms, suggesting that the primary source of these metals to Hexagenia is sediment consumed as food. The rate of exchange of \textsuperscript{65}Zn was slower than that of \textsuperscript{109}Cd. \textsuperscript{210}Pb differed from the other two metals in that it was not detected in the gut, but was found mainly on the body surface.}
\]

Des radioisotopes du cadmium, du plomb et du zinc ont été ajoutés en très petites quantités à des sédiments lacustres pour mesurer l’influx et l’efflux de ces métaux traces dans différentes parties du corps de la larve de l’éphémère fouisseuse *Hexagenia rigida* (Ephemeroptera) dans des conditions de quasi-état stationnaire (i.e. dans des conditions où les concentrations environnementales et animales de métaux traces demeuraient inchangées). À l’aide d’un modèle simple on a estimé les constantes de vitesse pour la prise en charge et l’élimination des métaux. La dynamique d’échange, telle que simulée avec ces constantes de vitesse, se comparait avantageusement avec l’influx et l’efflux mesurés. Il n’y a pas eu d’accumulation mesurable des radioisotopes dans les branches, ce qui suggère que les branchies ne sont pas l’organe majeur d’entrée de ces métaux chez *Hexagenia* dans cette expérience. La concentration et la quantité de 

\[
\text{\textsuperscript{109}Cd et \textsuperscript{65}Zn dans l’intestin excédaient celles des autres parties du corps, ce qui suggère que la source principale de ces métaux pour *Hexagenia* est la nourriture (sédiments). Le taux d’échange du \textsuperscript{65}Zn était plus faible que celui du \textsuperscript{109}Cd. Le \textsuperscript{210}Pb n’a pas été détecté dans l’intestin mais a été retrouvé largement adsorbé sur le corps des larves.}
\]
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Organisms are used increasingly as contaminant biomonitors in aquatic systems. The choice of an appropriate biomonitor requires a knowledge of the rates of exchange of contaminants between the candidate organism and its environment. In slow-growing organisms, the biological half-time of pollutants may be on the order of many months (e.g., large bivalve molluscs; Luten et al. 1986; Marigomez and Ireland 1989). Such organisms would be of limited use in short-term biomonitoring studies. In contrast, small, active, fast-growing species, such as insects, have the potential to respond much more rapidly to changes in ambient pollutant concentrations. In the laboratory, aquatic insects achieve within a few days apparent steady state with various concentrations of dissolved mercury (Saouter et al. 1989) and cadmium (Clubb et al. 1975; Dressing et al. 1982; Yamamura et al. 1983). Exchange rates in nature are, however, little known.

Rates of exchange of trace metals between benthic animals and their surroundings are often measured at concentrations far higher than those found in nature. Exchange mechanisms could differ at high and low metal concentrations. In addition, deposit feeders are often studied in water alone which precludes feeding (and uptake of metals by this route) and could alter the uptake
pattern of trace metals from water (Luoma 1983). In general, sediment-bound trace metals are less easily taken up by organisms than those in water; however, high sediment metal concentrations can result in a greater uptake from this source (Luoma 1983). Especially lacking are measurements of pollutant exchange between freshwater invertebrates and their environment.

Measurements of contaminant dynamics are also required for the assessment of losses from animals during the laboratory depuration of gut contents prior to contaminant analysis (Hare et al. 1989). The placement of active burrowing organisms in conditions of stress (without sediments) and in the near absence of a pollutant could lead to pollutant loss and a corresponding underestimate of organism pollutant concentrations.

The objective of the present study was to measure the exchange rates (influx and efflux) of trace metal contaminants (cadmium, lead, and zinc) between a freshwater benthic insect, the sediment-feeding mayfly Hexagenia rigida (McDunnough) (Ephemeroptera), and its environment. Radioisotopes of the trace metals, added in small quantities to sediments in laboratory microcosms, were used to follow trace metal movements. Exchange rates were measured in individual body parts in order to identify the sites of trace metal storage and exchange and to determine the probable environmental source of pollutants, i.e. from water or food.

Methods

Preparation of Radioactive Sediment and Microcosms

Sediment was collected in January 1987 from a site inhabited by Hexagenia (depth 15 m) in a lake subject to aerial fallout from a smelter located 30 km to the west at Rouyn-Noranda in western Quebec (Lake Joannès, 48°11'N, 78°41'W). In the laboratory, approximately 600 μCi (1 μCi = 37 kBq) of each of the radioisotopes 109Cd, 210Pb, and 65Zn was added to 15 L of sediment, which was then mixed using a paddle fitted onto a power drill. The efficacy of the mixing technique was confirmed by the small variation measured among counts of radioactivity in sediment samples (coefficients of variation =4% among 10 sediment cores). The sediments were kept in a closed container for 10 mo prior to use in order to obtain uniform specific activities among the various sediment fractions. Since this long equilibration time exceeded the half-life of 65Zn, an additional 600 μCi of 65Zn was added 2 wk prior to the start of the biological uptake experiment to ensure that measurable levels would be obtained in nymphs.

One half litre of radioactive sediment was placed in each of 27 cylindrical (20 cm high, 12 cm diameter), transparent plastic containers ("Frig-O-Seal") which were subsequently filled with 1.5 L of spring water (20 and 5 ppm Ca and Mg, respectively). Nine additional containers were prepared in the same manner using unlabeled sediment from the original batch, for later use in the measurement of radioisotope efflux. All containers were kept covered in the dark at 20°C throughout the experiment. Oxygen levels in the water were maintained at near 100% saturation by constant aeration and pH varied little (7.0–7.5). The containers were left for 2 wk prior to the introduction of nymphs to allow for the oxidation of surficial sediments, as occurs in nature.

The use of radioisotopes allowed the study of trace metal movements among the body parts of the insects without measurably increasing environmental metal concentrations. In addition, variability was reduced as all individuals began the experiment with only background radiation levels.

Rearing and Introduction of Nymphs

Eggs of H. rigida taken from adults collected near Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba (supplied by M. Freisen, Freshwater Institute, Winnipeg, Man.), were hatched and the nymphs reared (according to Freisen 1981) at Bordeaux, France, in sediments collected from the nearby Garonne River. After transport to Canada, nymphs were maintained in sediments from Lake St. Joseph, Que. (46°55'N, 71°40'W) for 1 mo prior to use. Nymphs were sieved from the sediment and grouped into four weight classes (ranging from 15 to 60 mg live weight), and one individual from each class was placed into each of the 27 microcosms containing radioactive sediments. This procedure insured that there was little difference among replicates both in terms of mean nymph size (mean wet weight (±sd) = 35.7 ± 1.7 mg) and the range and distribution of nymph sizes (mean coefficient of variation of nymph wet weights (±sd) = 35.1 ± 2.6%).

Influx and Efflux Experiments

The concentration of trace metals in nymphs was measured in three replicate containers at each of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 50 d (influx experiment). After 50 d of exposure, nymphs in the nine remaining radioactive microcosms were removed and redistributed in the nine microcosms containing unlabeled sediment. A uniform size distribution of nymphs was maintained as described above. Trace metal concentrations in the nymphs were then measured after 3, 8, and 16 d (efflux experiment).

On each sampling day, three containers were selected at random and radioactivity was measured, as described below, in both sediment (three cores) and water (10-mL samples, unfiltered and filtered with a 0.4-μm Nuclepore filter). In order to measure the distribution of metals among sediment fractions, the surficial layers (1 cm) of cores collected from containers sampled at days 4, 16, and 50 were subjected to a sequential extraction procedure based on the methods of Tessier et al. (1979) and Belzile et al. (1989). This procedure involves the use of a series of reagents of increasing strength that serve to extract trace metals from increasingly refractory sediment fractions.

Nymphs were removed from the sediments by sieving. Of the four nymphs introduced initially, three or four remained alive at the time of sampling with the exception of one microcosm on day 32 which contained only one nymph (not included in data analyses). Radioactive gut contents were eliminated by placing nymphs for 3 h in beakers containing nonradioactive Lake Joannès sediment to which fluorescent dye particles had been added. Nymphs were removed and examined under a microscope and ultraviolet light to ensure that dye particles were visible along the entire length of the gut.

For dissection, individuals were placed in a small amount of deionized water, an incision was made between the thorax and the head to sever the gut and immobilize the animal, and the body surface was gently scraped as clean as possible of adhering deposits. The gills were removed and the abdomen was opened ventrally in order to remove the gut. For the few individuals that had not depurated the radioactive sediments, the gut was opened to permit their removal. Each body part (gills, gut, remainder) was placed on a small preweighed piece of acid-washed Teflon, frozen at −40°C, dried in a lyophilizer,
and weighed. Details of the dissection procedure are given in Hare et al. (1989). The weight of the gut, without contents, was estimated from body weight using a relationship developed for *Hexagenia limbata* (Hare et al. 1989), i.e. \( Y = 0.0952X - 0.0482 \), where \( Y \) and \( X \) are the dry weights (milligrams) of the gut and body, respectively (\( r^2 = 0.97, n = 10; \) for body weights from 0.5 to 15.0 mg). Losses of radioactive metal during dissection represented <5% of the total trace metal burden of all individuals measured on day 50.

Samples were digested individually in screw-cap Teflon vials in concentrated Aristar-grade nitric acid (100 \( \mu \)L-1.0 mg body weight\(^{-1} \)) in a water bath at 70°C for 48 h. Digested samples were transferred to either an acid-washed polypropylene 1.5-mL snap-cap scintillation vial (small samples) or a 10-mL polystyrene test tube (larger samples) and diluted with deionized water to a final acid concentration of 16.7% (5:1 v/v). Deionized water for all uses was obtained from a Milli-Q3RO/Milli-Q2 system (Millipore Corp.).

**Analyses**

Radioactive trace metals were measured in an “LKB Wallac 1282 Compugamma” gamma particle counter (NaI(Tl) well type). Correction was made for radioactive decay and for background radiation. Only net values >3 SD of the mean of 10 blank samples were retained. Counts of \(^{109}\)Cd and \(^{210}\)Pb were corrected for interference from each of the other radioisotopes present (counts of \(^{65}\)Zn were unaffected by the other metals). Samples of gill tissue did not in most cases exceed background values, even when the gills of all individuals from one sampling day were pooled. Counts of \(^{210}\)Pb in the gut were also below background once corrected for interference from the other trace metals. Counting efficiencies (\(^{109}\)Cd 60%, \(^{210}\)Pb 3%, \(^{65}\)Zn 9%) were determined in order to convert counts per minute (CPM) values to disintegrations per minute (DPM).

To determine if steady-state conditions prevailed during the experiment, total trace metal concentrations in nymphs were measured by atomic absorption spectrophotometry, either by flame atomization (Zn; Varian AA-575) or in a graphite tube furnace (Cd; Varian AA-1275 with GTA-95 graphite tube atomizer). Correction was made for the contribution of gut contents to trace metal concentrations in gut tissues using the calculation method given in Hare et al. (1989). Measures of similar-sized samples of a certified reference material (lobster hepatopancreas, TORT-1, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ont.) varied little over time (coefficient of variation 3–7%; \( n = 10 \) for each metal) and were close to the expected certified values (within 3.5–6.0% of expected means; \( n = 10 \) for each metal). Total lead could not be accurately measured with the digestion method used.

**Results**

**Distribution of Radioisotopes in Sediments and Water**

A radioisotope can be used to follow the movement of its nonradioactive counterpart provided that the system is at steady state, both over time and with respect to the distribution of the isotopes. This is a necessary condition if the biological uptake of the two forms is to be comparable.

There was little or no change in specific activity within each sediment fraction during the course of the experiment, suggesting that the bioavailability of the isotopes of each metal varied little over time (Fig. 1). In addition, isotope distributions among sediment fractions were largely at steady state by the beginning of the experiment, as evidenced by the similarity among the specific activities of the more weakly bound sediment fractions (Fig. 1). The strength of metal/sediment associations approximately increases with increasing fraction number. In contrast, in the most tightly bound fraction (5) the specific activities of Pb and Zn were low and \(^{109}\)Cd was not detectable. This indicates that little radioactive metal had been incorporated into fraction 5 which is mainly not bioavailable. In fraction 4 (extraction with HNO\(_3\)/HClO\(_4\)), the specific activity of Zn was somewhat lower than in preceding fractions, a consequence perhaps of the late addition of a portion of the...
radioactive Zn. In fraction 3b (extraction with NH₃OH-HCl) the specific activity of Cd was anomalously high. However, since the bulk of the Cd was associated with previous fractions (85% of ¹⁰⁹Cd in fractions 1-3a), this difference probably had little biological importance. These observations suggest that the radioisotopes had attained a steady state with respect to their nonradioactive counterparts.

All of the radioisotopes were distributed uniformly with depth in sediment cores collected both early (2 d) and late (32 d) in the exposure period (coefficient of variation <7% among all core subsamples from three depths on both sampling days). This suggests that nymphs feeding at different depths in the sediment would not have been exposed to different total radioisotope concentrations.

The quantity of radioactive sediment suspended in the water increased during the early part of the experiment (Fig. 2A), as a consequence of the burrowing and feeding activities of the nymphs. However, the radioactivity of filtered water did not increase (Fig. 2B), indicating that trace metals adsorbed onto particles in the water did not readily pass into solution.

Uptake and Depuration of Trace Metals
As expected, total concentrations of Cd and Zn in body parts did not show significant trends over time (Fig. 3). Thus the radioactive trace metal dynamics observed can be considered to be representative of those at steady state.

Animals took up the radioisotopes of Cd, Pb, and Zn rapidly during the early part of the experiment, after which time net uptake slowed as an apparent steady state between radioisotope influx and efflux was reached (Fig. 4). The general form of the net uptake curves is similar for the gut and for the body (animal minus gut and gills) for both ¹⁰⁹Cd and ⁶⁵Zn. Radioactive Pb in the gut was below the detection limit, as were all three radioisotopes in the gills.

The concentrations of Cd and Zn were always much higher in the gut than in the body (Fig. 3 and 4), suggesting that the major entry site of Cd and Zn is the gut. Furthermore, the ratio of ⁶⁵Zn in the gut to that in the body declined during the first 1-2 wk of the experiment (Fig. 5), suggesting an initial entry via the gut and a subsequent transfer to the body. Such a trend was not observed for Cd (Fig. 5), suggesting that there was little movement of Cd from the gut to the body or, perhaps more likely, that such movement occurred but was too rapid to be detected given the time scale of the experiment. Gut metal concentrations greatly exceeded those in the sediment, i.e. the ratios of gut/sediment concentrations at near zero net uptake were Cd 45 and Zn 15. Pb was not detected in the gut. In contrast, body metal concentrations were somewhat lower than those in the sediment (ratio body/sediment: Cd 0.35, Zn 0.50, and Pb 0.20).

Animals labeled for 50 d and then transferred to nonradio-labeled sediments lost radioactive trace metals from both the gut and the body (Fig. 6).

Discussion

Kinetics of Metal Exchange
Nymphs readily gained and lost radioisotopes in the two phases of the experiment, indicating a continuous exchange of Cd, Pb, and Zn between Hexagenia and its environment. A model based on first-order kinetics for both influx and efflux can be used to describe these exchanges for either the body or the gut. According to this simple model, net uptake can be written as follows:

\[
\frac{d[M]_u}{dt} = k_t[M]_e \quad \text{(influx)} - k_e[M]_u \quad \text{(efflux)}
\]

where \(k_t\) and \(k_e\) are first-order rate constants for the influx and efflux of trace metals, respectively, and \([M]_u\) and \([M]_e\) represent the concentrations of trace metal in the external environment and in animal tissues, respectively. Equation (1) holds for the "cold" metal (M) or for the radioisotopes (*M). The values of the constants \(k_t\) and \(k_e\) can be estimated using the experimental data. First, \(k_e\) is obtained from the efflux experiments for which Eq. (1) reduces to

\[
\frac{d[*M]_u}{dt} = -k_e[*M]_u
\]

since \([*M]_e\) is virtually 0 in the efflux experiment. The latter equation is readily integrated to

\[
[*M]_u = [*M]_u^0 e^{-k_e t}
\]

where the index zero refers to initial conditions. The values of \(k_e\) obtained from regression of In \([*M]_u\) versus time \(t\) are given in Table 1.

The rate constants \(k_t\) can be estimated from the data obtained early in the influx experiments, i.e. from those data for which \([*M]_u\) is low enough so that the second term in Eq. (1) is much smaller than the first one. Equation (1) then reduces to

\[
\frac{d[*M]_u}{dt} = k_t[*M]_e = k'_t
\]
Fig. 3. Changes throughout the course of the experiment in the total concentrations ($\bar{x} \pm SD$; $\mu g\cdot g$ dry weight$^{-1}$) of Cd and Zn in the body and gut of Hexagenia. Nymphs were transferred from radiolabeled to nonradiolabeled sediments on day 50. The mean and standard deviations of values for three microcosms (two on day 32) are presented on each sampling day.

Fig. 4. Net uptake over time of radioactive Cd, Zn, and Pb in the body and gut of Hexagenia held in radiola beled fake sediments for 50 d. The mean and standard deviations of concentrations (DPM$\cdot$mg dry weight$^{-1}$) for three microcosms (two on day 32) are presented on each sampling day. Model curves were generated according to Eq. (6); curves for Zn in the gut were generated either with $k_x$ derived from experimental data from days 0–16 (solid curve) or from days 0–8 (broken curve).
Since $[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}}$ was almost constant during the experiment because the animals took up only a tiny fraction of the radioisotopes added to the system, the influx has been represented as a single term $k'_{\text{f}}t$ in Eq. (4). Integration of Eq. (4) leads to

$$[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}} = k'_{\text{f}}t.$$  

As expected from Eq. (5), approximately straight lines are observed early in the uptake experiments (days 0–8, Fig. 4), the slopes of which were taken as estimates of the apparent rate constant $k'_{\text{f}}$ (Table 1). Model curves were generated (Fig. 4 and 6) from the $k'_{\text{f}}$ and $k_{\text{E}}$ values given in Table 1 and the appropriate values of $[^*\text{M}]_{\text{out}}$ by solving Eq. (1) for $[^*\text{M}]_{\text{out}}$:

$$[^*\text{M}]_{\text{out}} = k'_{\text{f}} / k_{\text{E}} - (k'_{\text{f}} / k_{\text{E}} - [^*\text{M}]_{\text{out}})e^{-k_{\text{E}}t}.$$  

The net uptake of Zn by the gut was best described by a model curve generated with a value of $k_{\text{E}}$ estimated without the last data point in the efflux experiment (i.e. day 16, broken curves in Fig. 4 and 6).

The internal consistency of the values of $k'_{\text{f}}$ and $k_{\text{E}}$ can be checked in the following manner. By definition, $[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}}$ at steady state is constant over time and thus Eq. 1 becomes

$$\frac{d[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}}}{dt} = k'_{\text{f}}[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}} \text{(influx)} - k_{\text{E}}[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}} \text{(efflux)} = 0$$

or

$$k'_{\text{f}}[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}} = k_{\text{E}}[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}}$$

where $[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}}$ is the steady-state metal concentration in a body part. Since $k'_{\text{f}}[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}}$ was defined in Eq. (4) as $k'_{\text{f}}$, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

$$k'_{\text{f}} / k_{\text{E}} = [^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}}.$$  

The similarity of the ratios of the influx and efflux constants, as given in Table 1, to the measured steady-state concentrations in the various body parts, as shown in Fig. 4, is reassuring. As a final check, the ratios of the influx and efflux constants (i.e. $[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}} / [^*\text{M}]_{\text{out}}$) can be divided by the sediment radioisotope concentrations ($[^*\text{M}]_{\text{sed}}$) to obtain steady-state bioconcentration factors (Table 1). These values should be comparable with bioconcentration factors of "cold" metals (i.e. $[^*\text{M}]_{\text{in}} / [^*\text{M}]_{\text{out}}$), as given in Table 1. Although the two bioconcentration factors are of similar magnitude, the radioisotope bioconcentration factors are consistently lower than those for the "cold" metal, suggesting that a portion of the total metal present initially in the nymphs had a slower exchange rate with the environment than did the remainder. The notion of "pooling" of a trace metal differing in exchange rates has been proposed for several marine invertebrates (e.g. Bryan and Hummerstone 1973). The location (intra- versus extracellular, e.g. Andersen and Baatrup 1988) and form (e.g. granules, Brown 1982; protein bound, Yamamura et al. 1983) in which slowly exchanging pools of metals might be sequestered in aquatic insects are not yet known.

The biological half-times ($t_{\frac{1}{2}}$) of each metal in each body part can be estimated from Eq. (3). These correspond to about 1 wk for Cd and longer times (2 wk to 1 mo) for Zn and Pb (Table 1). These data suggest that if live organisms are left in metal-free water for several days in order to remove contaminated gut contents (Hare et al. 1989), losses of Cd might be substantial while those of Zn and Pb should be less.

In general, the model curves fit the experimental data well, suggesting that this simple model is sufficient to characterize the rates of net metal uptake by *H. rigidia* in the experimental system. Apparent steady states should be reached in 1–3 mo. This suggests a time frame for the turnover of the pools of exchangeable trace metals in the experimental conditions which were comparable with those in the littoral zone of a temperate lake during summer. It is to be expected that at other temperatures, metabolic and feeding rates would change (Zimmerman and Wissing 1978) with concomitant effects on trace metal exchange rates (Mishima and Odum 1963; Van Dolah et al. 1987; Douben 1989).

It is acknowledged that the direct extrapolation of laboratory results to nature must be made with caution, e.g. mean nymph weight did not increase during the present experiment, suggesting that the animals may have been stressed. In nature, trace metal exchange rates could also vary with changes in environmental conditions (Van Dolah et al. 1987), the concentrations of other metals (Wicklund et al. 1988), as well as with an individual organism’s history of pollutant exposure (Bryan and Hummerstone 1971). Furthermore, extrapolations from one metal to another must be made with caution, since the dynamics of metals such as Zn, which is an essential micronutrient, are likely to differ from those of other metals such as Cd and Pb, which are metabolic poisons (Amaurd et al. 1987; Rainbow 1988).

Metal Dynamics in the Gills and Gut

Exchange rates were measured for individual body parts in order to estimate trace metal sources; metals in the gills or gut...
FIG. 6. Efflux of radioactive Cd, Zn, and Pb from the body and gut of *Hexagenia* in nonradiolabeled lake sediment. Nymphs had been previously held in radiolabeled lake sediments for 50 d. The mean and standard deviations of concentrations (DPM·mg dry weight⁻¹) for three microcosms are presented on each sampling day. Model curves were generated according to Eq. (3); curves for Zn in the gut were generated either with *k*₂ derived from experimental data from days 0–16 (solid curve) or from days 0–8 (broken curve).

TABLE 1. Estimated values (±SE) of various model terms for trace metal exchange in nymphs of *H. rigida*. Sediment trace metal concentrations, [M]ₜₐₜ and [*M]ₜₐₜ, are the sum of metals in sediment fractions 1–4 (i.e. "residual" trace metals (fraction 5) omitted).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Pb</th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Zn*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efflux rate constant (d⁻¹)</td>
<td>𝑘ₑ</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(±0.028) (±0.011) (±0.051)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(±0.034) (±0.010) (±0.021)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological half-time (d)</td>
<td>𝑡₁/₂</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparent influx rate constant (DPM·mg⁻¹·d⁻¹)</td>
<td>𝑘′₁</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(±0.7) (±0.6) (±0.24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(±90) (±30) (±30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>𝑘′₁/𝑘ₑ</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>3100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(𝑘′₁/𝑘ₑ)/[*M]ₜₐₜ</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[M]ₜₐₜ/[M]ₜₐₜ</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Alternate values for gut Zn are based on data from days 0, 3, and 8 only (i.e. day 16 omitted).*

are likely to have been taken up from water or food, respectively. Uptake from these sources is thought to be both independent and additive (Giesy et al. 1980; Hattum et al. 1989). The large volumes of water passing over the gills of *Hexagenia* could favour the uptake of trace metals from water. However, radioactivity in the gills of *Hexagenia* never exceeded back-
ground levels of Cd, Pb, and Zn. In nature, aquatic insects also tend to have low concentrations of these trace metals in respiratory structures (L. Hare, A. Tessier, and P. G. C. Campbell, in review).

The radioactivities of Cd and Zn in the gut of Hexagenia were greater at all times than those in the body, both in quantity and in concentration. Furthermore, the influx rate constants are about 2 orders of magnitude higher for the gut than for the body (Table 1), suggesting that gut tissues are the major site of storage and entry of these metals and that they are taken up largely from sediment consumed as food.

External versus Internal Localisation of Metals

Negative relationships between insect body size and trace metal concentrations have been taken to indicate that a large proportion of the metals is adsorbed externally (Smock 1983). In the present study, highly significant correlations were not observed for nymphs on any sampling day for any of the metals studied (except for Cd on day 50, \( r^2 = 0.5 \), suggesting that in our study the surface adsorption of these metals is quantitatively unimportant.

The inference of surface adsorption from body size — metal concentration relationships is based on the assumption that metabolic rates do not vary with body size, which is generally not the case (Zimmerman et al. 1975; Zimmerman and Wissing 1978). Secondly, it is assumed that the rate of surface adsorption is rapid compared with the time span of the larval or nymphal instar. This may not be the case for organisms which pass through many instars (such as mayflies like Hexagenia; Fink 1980) and/or where metal association with the body surface occurs by continuous adsorption. The need for this second assumption can be circumvented if the age of the nymphal skin (i.e. time since the previous moult) and not the size of the insect is used in such comparisons.

In the present experiments, the extent of iron oxide deposition on the body surfaces of Hexagenia was used as an index of nymphal skin age. These deposits were partially removed prior to dissection; however, removal was not complete, since a strong correlation was observed between the concentration of Fe in and on the body after dissection (data not shown) and a visual estimate of the extent of iron oxide coverage prior to dissection (\( r^2 = 0.64 \); visual scale from 1, no deposit, to 4, heavy deposit). There was little or no correlation between the visual scale and concentrations of Cd and Zn associated with the body (\( r^2 = 0.16 \) and 0.01, respectively), suggesting, as concluded above, that only minor proportions of these metals are adsorbed on the body surface. However, a strong positive relationship was observed for Pb (Fig. 7). Consistent with these trends, body Fe concentrations were highly correlated with those of Pb (\( r^2 = 0.7 \)) but not Cd and Zn (\( r^2 = 0.01 \) for both).

These results suggest that much of the body Pb was located externally, in association with iron oxides, a fact which was not apparent when body size rather than an index of skin age was considered. Consequently, much of the variability among replicate measures of Pb (see Fig. 4 and 6 and Table 1) can be related to differences among nymphs in the time since their previous moult, i.e. the age of their skin. The differences observed among metals are consistent with the fact that Pb is more strongly bound to iron oxyhydroxides, which characterize the deposits, than are Cd and Zn (Leckie et al. 1983). These results suggest that Pb in sediments may have little direct toxic effect on Hexagenia; however, indirect effects of Pb on the sediment microflora consumed by Hexagenia, or on its predators, could be important.

Conclusions

A model based on first-order kinetics was adequate to describe the exchange of Cd, Pb, and Zn between nymphs of H. rigida and their surroundings. The exchange rates measured suggest that aquatic insects such as Hexagenia may be useful in monitoring changes over weeks or months. Since Cd and Zn appear to be taken up largely by the gut from sediment consumed as food, concentrations of these metals in Hexagenia would most likely reflect those in the sediment. In contrast, Pb associated with nymphs is largely bound with iron oxides adhering to their body surface. Given the fairly rapid exchange rates measured for Cd, depuration of nymphs prior to Cd analysis should be limited to a few days.
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Fig. 7. Relationship between the concentration of Pb (DPM·mg dry weight⁻¹) associated with the body of Hexagenia and the age of its exoskeleton, as estimated from the extent of deposits on the body surface using a visual scale from 1, no deposit, to 4, a heavy deposit (\( r^2 = 0.64, n = 59 \) organisms sampled on days 16–66, \( \overline{x} \pm SD \)).